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It is forbidden to use the use the mark of the International Amber Association in all 
documents confirming or suggesting that sold object/jewellery is recommended or verified by 
the International Amber Association- unless the IAA Recommended Company mark is put next 
to the company’s logo and data. 
 

 
Photo. Company certificate with IAA mark 

 
It is forbidden to use the use the mark “Societas Succinorum in Polonia”- IAA since 2002 is an 
international association and is using the mark “Internationalis Societas Succinorum”. The 
rights to the mark “…in Polonia” are in hands of the author, who’s got right to apply to each of 
the companies for compensation for using its work. 
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It is forbidden to use the IAA recommended company mark on trade documents, f.ex receipts, 
own certificates or price tags- unless the IAA Recommended Company mark is put next to the 
company’s logo and data. 

 
 

It is forbidden to use the IAA recommended company mark to for marking shops or galleries 
belonging to members of the association, who are using the IAA recommendation. 

 
 
 

It is forbidden to use certificates of recommended companies that have expired for 
promotional and commercial activities, including on websites, in promotional materials or 
at the trade shows. Thus, it is unacceptable to mislead customers by informing that, for 
example, the current certificate "is at the boss office". 
 

 
Photo. Jarmark Dominikański 2021– certificate valid since 2017 to 2018 
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It is forbidden to use the brand of the recommended company 
in any way on the products of recommended companies, in 
which consistency or properties of which make it impossible to 
identify it as amber, f.ex. on cosmetics unless the IAA 
Recommended Company mark is put next to the IAA 
recommended company’s logo and data, which also sales 
objects or produces objects made of amber, f.ex. jewellery. 
 
 

Please be AWERE that:  
 
1 / The mark of an IAA recommended company  is used to promote the company of IAA 
members and its ethical behavior towards customers. 
 
2 / The trademark of the company recommended by IAA confirms that the companies mark 
products - through a description consistent with the classification of gemstones with amber of 
10/05/2021 (https://www.amber.org.pl/en/klasyfikacja)  – f.ex. do not use the description 
"natural Baltic amber" to describe modified cognac amber with scales or green amber with 
scales. 
 
3 / The mark of the company recommended by IAA may not be used in the commercial practice 
of the company recommended as an alternative to the IAA laboratory certificate confirming the 
testing of a given facility. That means if you giving any info to customers that recommendation 
means that you sales "only natural Baltic amber" or "only Baltic amber" is an unauthorized act 
and is inconsistent with the provisions of the regulations and the intention to grant permission 
to use the brand of the recommended company. 
 
4 / In the event of non-compliance with the above-mentioned entries - the certificate of the 
recommended company will be revoked by the members of the Association immediately and in 
accordance with the provisions of §15. Of the "Regulations for granting and using 
recommendations" based on May 20, 2021, the IAA management board has the right to 
impose a contractual penalty by a resolution of the Management Board. 
 
5 / The penalty specified in the regulations is to protect members of the IAA and the 
organization itself against financial benefits by dishonest producers and traders. 
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